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Problem I
Tournament Seeding
Time Limit: 2 Second(s)

You are tasked with seeding a single-elimination tournament for a one-on-one game. The number
of players who have registered for the tournament is exactly a power of two, and there will be
exactly enough rounds in this tournament to decide a winner. Furthermore, each player has a
unique numeric rating in the game known to you; when two players play against each other in
a game, the player with the higher rating always wins. As the organizer of the tournament, you
would like to make the tournament as exciting for players and spectators as possible. To do that,
you wish the tournament to have the following properties:

• The top two (highest rated) players are present in the final round of the tournament, the top
four players are present in the semi-final round of the tournament, the top eight players are
present in the quarter-final round, and so on. This saves the highest rated games for last.

• Subject to the above, as many games as possible are “close.” We define a game to be “close”
if the difference between the two players’ ratings is less than or equal to some threshold.

Given the number of rounds, the threshold for “close” games and the ratings of the players, what
is the maximum number of “close” games that can happen subject to the above constraints?

Input

The first line of input contains two integers n (1 ≤ n ≤ 18) and k (1 ≤ k ≤ 109), where n is the
number of rounds of the tournament, and k is the rating difference that makes a game “close.”

Each of the next 2n lines contains a single integer r (1 ≤ r ≤ 109) denoting the rating of each
player. The ratings are guaranteed to be distinct.

Output

Output a single line with a single integer, which is the maximum number of “close” games possible
in a tournament among these players satisfying the constraints described above.
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Sample Input 1 Sample Output 1

2 2
9
1
6
4

1

Sample Input 2 Sample Output 2

2 5
9
1
6
4

3
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